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ВНОСИТЕЛ: ДЕНИМА ЕЛ ГРУП ООД

L.P. SYMBOL BRAND PRODUCT NAME PICTURE

 ЦЕНА 

ЛЕВА без  

ДДС 

DOORBELLS / Wired doorbells

1 OR-DP-MR-148/W ORNO
BREVIS Mini AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, white

Easy to mount, convenient to use electromechanical door chime with switch 

anti-blocking function
9.15 лв.          

2 OR-DP-MR-148/B ORNO

BREVIS Mini AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, black

Easy to mount, convenient to use electromechanical door chime with switch 

anti-blocking function

9.15 лв.          

3 OR-DP-MR-148/PW ORNO
BREVIS Mini AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, pure white

easy to mount and convenient to use electromechanical door chime with 

switch anti-blocking function;
9.15 лв.          

4 OR-DP-MR-149/W ORNO
QUARTO Mini AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, white

Easy to mount and convenient to use electromechanical door chime with 

switch anti-blocking function
11.46 лв.        

5 OR-DP-MR-149/B ORNO
QUARTO Mini AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, black

Easy to mount and convenient to use electromechanical door chime with 

switch anti-blocking function
11.46 лв.        

6 OR-DP-MR-149/PW ORNO
QUARTO AC electromechanical, two-tone doorbell, 230V, pure white

two-tone doorbell with anti-lock switch function; suitable for installation in 

closed spaces with 230VAC doorbell installation;
11.46 лв.        

7 OR-DP-MR-149/GR ORNO
QUARTO AC electromechanical, two-tone doorbell, 230V, graphite

two-tone doorbell with anti-lock switch function; suitable for installation in 

closed spaces with 230VAC doorbell installation;
11.46 лв.        

8 OR-DP-MR-150/W ORNO
BREVIS Maxi AC two-tones doorbell with wire, 230V, white

Easy to mount and convenient to use electromechanical door chime with 

switch anti-blocking function
12.09 лв.        

9 OR-DP-MR-150/B ORNO
BREVIS MAXI AC electromechanical, two-tone doorbell, 230V, black

easy to install and simple to use two-tone doorbell with anti-lock switch 

function
12.09 лв.        

10 OR-DP-MR-150/PW ORNO
BREVIS MAXI AC electromechanical, two-tone doorbell, 230V, pure white

two-tone doorbell with anti-lock switch function; suitable for installation in 

closed spaces with 230VAC doorbell installation;
12.09 лв.        

11 OR-DP-MR-160/W ORNO
Electronic, wired doorbell RINGIL MINI AC, white

Sound: one pulsating tone, 230V, 

12.99 лв.        

12 OR-DP-MR-160/PW ORNO
Electronic, wired doorbell RINGIL MINI AC, pure white

Sound: one pulsating tone, 230V

12.99 лв.        

13 OR-DP-MR-161/W ORNO
Electronic, wired doorbell LARK MAXI AC, white

Sound: one pulsating tone, 230V

13.80 лв.        

14 OR-DP-MR-161/PW ORNO
Electronic, wired doorbell LARK MAXI AC, pure white

Sound: one pulsating tone, 230V

13.80 лв.        

15 OR-DP-MR-161/B ORNO
Electronic, wired doorbell LARK MAXI AC, black

one tone, 230V

13.80 лв.        

16 OR-DP-VD-139/W ORNO
Two-tone Gong Plus doorbell

230V, white

14.10 лв.        

17 OR-DP-VD-139/BG ORNO
Two-tone Gong Plus doorbell

230V, beige

14.49 лв.        

18 OR-DP-VD-139/W/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong Plus doorbell

8V, white

14.64 лв.        

19 OR-DP-VD-139/BG/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong Plus doorbell

8V, beige

14.70 лв.        

20 OR-DP-VD-143/W ORNO
Standard Bis doorbell

230V, white

16.05 лв.        

21 OR-DP-VD-143/W/8V ORNO
Standard Bis doorbell

8V, white

16.50 лв.        

22 OR-DP-VD-140/W ORNO
Standard doorbell

230V, white

16.29 лв.        

23 OR-DP-VD-140/W/8V ORNO
Standard doorbell

8V, white

16.44 лв.        

24 OR-DP-VD-142/W ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, white

16.23 лв.        

25 OR-DP-VD-142/BG ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, beige

16.23 лв.        

26 OR-DP-VD-142/W/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, white

16.53 лв.        

27 OR-DP-VD-142/BG/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, beige

16.53 лв.        

28 OR-DP-VD-147/W ORNO
Electronic doorbell

230V, white

16.80 лв.        

29 OR-DP-VD-147/W/8V ORNO
Electronic doorbell

8V, white

17.01 лв.        

30 OR-DP-VD-162/W ORNO
Electronic doorbell, 230V, white

two alternating ringtones, plastic housing

17.85 лв.        

31 OR-DP-VD-162/W/8V ORNO
Wired electronic doorbell, 8V white

powered by an external 230 / 8V AC transformer, sound: two alternating 

tones
18.06 лв.        

32 OR-DP-VD-145/W ORNO
Sonic doorbell

230V, white

16.74 лв.        

33 OR-DP-VD-145/W/8V ORNO
Sonic doorbell

8V, white

17.31 лв.        

34 OR-DP-VD-141/W ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, white

17.37 лв.        

35 OR-DP-VD-141/BG ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, beige

17.58 лв.        
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36 OR-DP-VD-141/B ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, black

17.70 лв.        

37 OR-DP-VD-141/W/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, white

17.97 лв.        

38 OR-DP-VD-141/BG/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, beige

17.97 лв.        

39 OR-DP-VD-141/B/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, black

17.91 лв.        

40 OR-DP-VD-146/W ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, white

17.31 лв.        

41 OR-DP-VD-146/BG ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, beige

17.49 лв.        

42 OR-DP-VD-146/B ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

230V, black

17.61 лв.        

43 OR-DP-VD-146/W/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, white

17.73 лв.        

44 OR-DP-VD-146/BG/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, beige

17.76 лв.        

45 OR-DP-VD-146/B/8V ORNO
Two-tone Gong doorbell

8V, black

17.76 лв.        

46 OR-DP-VD-138/W ORNO
Gong Biton Plus doorbell

230V, white

19.26 лв.        

47 OR-DP-VD-138/W/8V ORNO
Gong Biton Plus doorbell

8V, white

20.07 лв.        

48 OR-DP-VD-163/W-G ORNO
Kameleon Gong doorbell 230V, white-silver

two BIM-BAM tones

19.38 лв.        

49 OR-DP-VD-163/W-G/8V ORNO
Kameleon Gong doorbell, 8V, white-silver

powered by an external 230 / 8V AC transformer, two BIM-BAM tones

19.59 лв.        

50 OR-DP-VD-163/W-C ORNO
Kameleon Gong doorbell, 230V, white-gold

two BIM-BAM tones

19.38 лв.        

51 OR-DP-VD-163/W-C/8V ORNO
Kameleon Gong doorbell, 8V, white-gold

powered by an external 230 / 8V AC transformer, two BIM-BAM tones

19.59 лв.        

52 OR-DP-VD-164/W ORNO
Luppo doorbell, 230V, white

two BIM-BAM tones

22.02 лв.        

53 OR-DP-VD-164/W/8V ORNO
Luppo doorbell, 8V, white

powered by an external 230 / 8V AC transformer, two BIM-BAM tones

22.23 лв.        

54 OR-DP-VD-164/B ORNO
Luppo doorbell, 230V, black

two BIM-BAM tones

22.02 лв.        

55 OR-DP-VD-164/B/8V ORNO
Luppo doorbell, 8V, black

powered by an external 230 / 8V AC transformer, two BIM-BAM tones

22.23 лв.        

56 OR-DP-VD-144/W ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

230V, white

23.31 лв.        

57 OR-DP-VD-144/W-G ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

230V, silver-white

28.50 лв.        

58 OR-DP-VD-144/B-G ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

230V, silver-black

26.76 лв.        

59 OR-DP-VD-144/W/8V ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

8V, white

23.97 лв.        

60 OR-DP-VD-144/W-G/8V ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

8V, silver-white

29.49 лв.        

61 OR-DP-VD-144/B-G/8V ORNO
Gong Ton Color doorbell

8V, silver-black

27.69 лв.        

62 OR-DP-BD-157 ORNO
Electromechanical two-tone doorbell BELIS

23V - 8V, with inbuilt transformer, white

27.24 лв.        

63 OR-DP-ML-131 ORNO

Alarm bell

power supply: ~230V / 50Hz, sound level: <90 dB; metal construction with 

painted, steel bowl. Application: production halls, warehouses, schools, etc.

30.57 лв.        

64 OR-DP-SB-133 ORNO
Wired doorbell for DIN rail, single-track

230V~, 50Hz, 5W, electromechanical, IP 20

6.30 лв.          

65 OR-DP-VD-138PD1 ORNO
Doorbell button for wired doorbells

IP44; colour: white

6.24 лв.          

-  лв.             

66 OR-DB-KH-122 ORNO
DISCO DC wireless, battery powered doorbell with learning system

range in open field: 70 m, color - white, waterproof button (IP44);

16.77 лв.        

67 OR-DB-KF-134 ORNO

FADO DC wireless, battery powered doorbell with learning system

Easy to install, doesn't require a cable connection. Equipped with a 

waterproof doorbell button and learning system (automatic configuration of 

additional transmitters). 18.60 лв.        

68 OR-DB-YK-118 ORNO

OPERA DC wireless, battery powered doorbell with learning system

transmitter 3xAAA, range in open field- up to 100m;

waterproof button (IP44);

48 selectable ring-tones 26.85 лв.        

69 OR-DB-QS-158 ORNO
CALYPSO II DC wireless doorbell

battery powered, learning system, 36 ringtones, 300m range

29.82 лв.        

70 OR-DB-FX-152 ORNO
TORINO 2 DC wireless doorbell 

with learning system, 58 ringtones, a waterproof button; operation range up 

to 400m;
36.72 лв.        

71 OR-DB-QM-124 ORNO
LOGICO DC wireless doorbell with learning system and alarm

range in open field: max 120 m; power: reciever: 3x1,5V AA (no included) 

transmitter: 1x3V CR2032 (included); sound level: 65-85 dB
27.00 лв.        

-  лв.             

72 OR-DB-KH-123 ORNO
DISCO DC wireless doorbell, 230V with learning system

AC 230V, range in open field: 70 m, color - white, waterproof button (IP44);

22.92 лв.        

73 OR-DB-KF-135 ORNO

FADO AC wireless doorbell, 230V with learning system

Easy to install, doesn't require a cable connection. Equipped with a 

waterproof doorbell button and learning system (automatic configuration of 

additional transmitters). 23.04 лв.        

DORBELLS / Battery wireless doorbells

DORBELLS / AC Wireless doorbells



74 OR-DB-AX-151 ORNO
ERATO AC wireless doorbell, 230V with learning system

4-step volume control, 50-80 dB sound level, 32 ringtones to choose from

30.36 лв.        

75 OR-DB-YK-117 ORNO
OPERA AC wireless doorbell, 230V with learning system

range in open field- up to 100m; waterproof button (IP44); 48 selectable ring-

tones 
30.57 лв.        

76 OR-DB-MP-166/B ORNO
TOGI AC wireless doorbell, 230V with learning system, black

range in open field - up to 200m, waterproof button (IP56), 38 selectable ring-

tones
27.60 лв.        

77 OR-DB-QS-159 ORNO
CALYPSO II AC wireless doorbell

mains powered, learning system, 36 ringtones, 300m range

32.70 лв.        

78 OR-DB-QX-155 ORNO

LONGA AC wireless doorbell

learning system, 36 ringtones, 300m operation range, the bell (receiver) is 

connected directly to the ~230V socket, while the transmitter is powered by 

3V CR2032 battery; 35.31 лв.        

79 OR-DB-FX-153 ORNO
TORINO 2 AC wireless doorbell 

with learning system, 58 ringtones and a waterproof button; operation range 

up to 400m;
37.29 лв.        

80 OR-DB-QM-125 ORNO
LOGICO AC wireless doorbell with learning system and alarm

range in open field: max 120 m; power: receiver:  230V AC,

transmitter: 1x3V CR2032 (included)
30.60 лв.        

81 OR-DB-MT-156 ORNO
ONDO AC wireless doorbell, black

plug-in system, with battery-free button, learning system, 36 ringtones, 

operation range up to 200m
34.26 лв.        

82 OR-DB-MT-156/W ORNO
ONDO AC wireless doorbell, white

plug-in system, with battery-free button, learning system, 36 ringtones, 

operation range up to 200m
34.26 лв.        

83 OR-DB-MT-165 ORNO
ONDO AC, set of 2 wireless doorbells, black

with battery-free button, plug-in system, learning system, 36 ringtones, 

operation range up to 200m
51.90 лв.        

-  лв.             

84 OR-DB-KH-120PD/W ORNO
Doorbell button for wireless doorbells, DISCO series

1x12V A23 (included); learning system, waterproof; to upgrade DISCO 

series; colour: white
10.86 лв.        

85 OR-DB-KF-134PD ORNO
Doorbell button for wireless doorbells, FADO series

Doorbell button for the extension of doorbells of FADO series: OR-DB-KF-

134, OR-DB-KF-135.
10.65 лв.        

86 OR-DB-AX-151PD ORNO
Waterproof button for the extension of doorbells of ERATO series: OR-DB-

AX-151. 

Available colours: white.
14.88 лв.        

87 OR-DB-YK-118PD ORNO
Doorbell button for wireless doorbells, OPERA series

Wireless button for the extension of OR-DB-YK-118 doorbell

10.59 лв.        

88 OR-DB-YK-117PD ORNO
Doorbell button for wireless doorbells, OPERA series

Wireless button for the extension of OR-DB-YK-117 doorbell

10.59 лв.        

89 OR-DB-MP-166PD/B ORNO
Doorbell button for wireless dorbells, TOGI series 

Wireless button for the extension of TOGI AC doorbell, black

12.48 лв.        

90 OR-DB-QS-158PD ORNO
Hermetic doorbell button for CALYPSO II series

for the extension of CALYPSO II doorbell series: OR-DB-QS-158 and OR-DB-

QS-159. Learning system (automatic configuration)
10.29 лв.        

91 OR-DB-QX-155PD ORNO Button for LONGA AC wireless doorbell

14.25 лв.        

92 OR-DB-FX-152PD ORNO
Doorbell button for TORINO 2 wireless doorbells

for the extension of TORINO 2 wireless doorbell series: OR-DB-FX-153PD, 

OR-DB-FX-152PD
14.28 лв.        

93 OR-DB-QM-124PB ORNO
Wireless remote control for wireless doorbells, LOGICO series

power: 1x12V A27 (included); range in open field: max 30 m

12.00 лв.        

94 OR-DB-QM-124CR ORNO
Wireless motion sensor for wireless doorbells, LOGICO series

power:  3x1,5V AA (no included); range in open field max 120 m; motion 

detection range: 5-8m
20.40 лв.        

95 OR-DB-MT-156PD ORNO Battery-free button for ONDO AC wireless doorbell, black

16.62 лв.        

96 OR-DB-MT-156PD/W ORNO Battery-free button for ONDO AC wireless doorbell, white

16.62 лв.        

-  лв.             

97 OR-DOM-RL-901 ORNO
Single family doorphone, flush mounted, FOSSA

small amount of wires 2+2; built-in power adapter and power supply wire

55.11 лв.        

98 OR-DOM-RL-913 ORNO
Single family doorphone, vandal proof, ENSIS

aluminium housing; flush or surface mounting ( with use of protective roof); 

small amount of wires 2+2
53.88 лв.        

99 OR-DOM-RE-914/W ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO

aluminium housing; loudspeaker; wires 4+2; white indoor unit

81.45 лв.        

100 OR-DOM-RE-914/B ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO

aluminium housing; loudspeaker; wires 4+2; black indoor unit

81.45 лв.        

101 OR-DOM-RE-914/G ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO

aluminium housing; loudspeaker; wires 4+2; grey indoor unit

81.45 лв.        

102 OR-DOM-JA-928/W ORNO

AVIOR single family doorphone set, white

with RFID reader and intercom function, the set enables easy electric lock 

opening with proximity tags and it has an additional push-button to open the 

gate from the uniphone. 102.27 лв.      

103 OR-DOM-JA-928/B ORNO

AVIOR single family doorphone set, black

with RFID reader and intercom function, the set enables easy electric lock 

opening with proximity tags and it has an additional push-button to open the 

gate from the uniphone. 102.27 лв.      

104 OR-DOM-AT-929/W ORNO
Single-family doorphone set MIZAR

surface mounted with proximity tag reader, external panel has got a 

protective hood
103.80 лв.      

105 OR-DOM-RL-902 ORNO
Single family doorphone, FOSSA INTERCOM

backlit surname; intercom function (communication between two uniphones)

78.03 лв.        

106 OR-DOM-RE-920/W ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO INTERCOM

aluminium housing; surface mounted; wires 4+2; loudspeaker; additional 

button - gate control function; grey indoor unit
123.30 лв.      

107 OR-DOM-RE-920/B ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO INTERCOM

aluminium housing; surface mounted; wires 4+2; loudspeaker; additional 

button - gate control function; black indoor unit
123.30 лв.      

108 OR-DOM-RE-920/G ORNO
Single family doorphone, handset free, ELUVIO INTERCOM

aluminium housing; surface mounted; wires 4+2; loudspeaker; additional 

button - gate control function; grey indoor unit
123.30 лв.      

109 OR-DOM-RL-903 ORNO
Two family doorphone, flush mounted, FOSSA MULTI

aluminium housing; flush mounted; backlit surname; small amount of wires 

2+2
88.98 лв.        

110 OR-DOM-AT-930/W ORNO

Two-family doorphone set MIZAR MULTI

with intercom function, surface mounted with proximity tag reader, external 

panel and an indoor handset, and it directly controls electric strike and gate 

opening 169.89 лв.      

111 OR-DOM-SG-918 VIBELL
2-wire doorphone, surface mounted, SAGITTA

surface mounting; name backlight; additional button - gate control function; 

intercom function
127.89 лв.      

DORBELLS / Accessories for wireless doorbells

DOORPHONES/ Doorphone sets



112 OR-DOM-SL-923 VIBELL

2-wire doorphone, surface mounted, SALEM

2-wire installation, magnetic handset, additional gate control function, 

surface mounting, DIN bus power supply, electric strike does not require 

additional power supply, name backlight 142.50 лв.      

113 OR-DOM-SG-919 VIBELL
2-wire doorphone, surface mounted, SAGITTA MULTI 

surface mounting; additional button - gate control function; power supply on 

DIN rail 18V DC
184.44 лв.      

114 OR-DOM-SL-924 VIBELL

2-wire doorphone, surface mounted, SALEM MULTI

2-wire installation, magnetic handset, additional gate control function, 

surface mounting, DIN bus power supply, electric strike does not require 

additional power supply, name backlight 205.62 лв.      

-  лв.             

115 OR-DOM-RL-901DN/G ORNO
Protective rain cover for FOSSA series, grey

surface-mounting, suits external panels from FOSSA series: OR-DOM-RL-

901; OR-DOM-RL-902, OR-DOM-RL-903
30.00 лв.        

116 OR-DOM-RL-901DN/B ORNO
Protective rain cover for FOSSA series, black

surface-mounting, suits external panels from FOSSA series: OR-DOM-RL-

901; OR-DOM-RL-902, OR-DOM-RL-903
30.00 лв.        

117 OR-DOM-RL-901UD ORNO
Uniphone for FOSSA and ENSIS doorphone series

uniphone for upgrading OR-DOM-RL-901, OR-DOM-RL-903, OR-DOM-RL-

913 doorphone set; small wires quantity: 2+2
38.07 лв.        

118 OR-DOM-JA-928UD/W ORNO
Uniphone for the extension of AVIOR sets, white 

 Intuitive and easy connection allows installation by the user. This uniphone 

has an additional push-button to open the gate.
57.84 лв.        

119 OR-DOM-JA-928UD/B ORNO
Uniphone for the extension of AVIOR sets, black 

 Intuitive and easy connection allows installation by the user. This uniphone 

has an additional push-button to open the gate.
57.84 лв.        

120 OR-DOM-JA-928KD ORNO
Outdoor panel with RFID reader, for the extension of AVIOR sets

suitable for surface installation, equipped with a built-in RFID reader which 

enables opening of the electric lock with proximity tags. 
44.91 лв.        

121 OR-DOM-AT-929UD/W ORNO
Handset for MIZAR doorphone sets, white

handset for the extension of MIZAR and MIZAR MULTI sets to allow 

intercom function;
53.82 лв.        

122 OR-DOM-SG-918UD VIBELL
Uniphone for SAGITTA doorphone series

uniphone for upgrading SAGITTA and SAGITTA MULTI sets; 2 wires; 

additional button- gate control function
53.37 лв.        

123 OR-DOM-SL-923UD VIBELL
Uniphone with intercom for SALEM doorphone series

uniphone to expand the SALEM and SALEM MULTI doorphones; 2-wire 

connection
59.82 лв.        

124 OR-DOM-SG-918ZS VIBELL
Power supply DC18V for SAGITTA and SAGITTA MULTI doorphone series

33.60 лв.        

125 OR-DOM-SG-918ZD VIBELL
DC18V DIN bus power adapter for SAGITTA and SAGITTA MULTI 

doorphone series

33.60 лв.        

126 OR-AD-5002 ORNO
Multi resident uniphone ORNO

power supply: DC 9V; doorbell volume adjustment; colour: white

16.50 лв.        

127 OR-PSU-1641 ORNO
Modular power supply unit 

12VDC 1A, plug (5.5 x 2.5mm)

6.39 лв.          

128 OR-PSU-1653 ORNO
Modular power supply unit 13.5VDC 1.6A

plug (5.5mm x 2.5mm)

8.70 лв.          

129 OR-PSU-1654 ORNO
Modular power supply unit 15VDC 1.6A

plug (5.5mm x 2.5mm)

8.70 лв.          

130 OR-PSU-1642 ORNO
DIN rail power adaptor 

12V DC 1.25A, 15W, width: 1 unit

20.58 лв.        

131 OR-PSU-1643 ORNO
DIN rail power adaptor 

12V DC 2A, 24W, width: 2 units

28.02 лв.        

132 OR-ZS-892 ORNO
Proximity card EM 125 kHz

Proximity card which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
2.37 лв.          

133 OR-ZS-893 ORNO
Proximity card Mifare 13.56 MHz

proximity card suitable for all RFID systems, made of plastic and has got an 

integrated antenna inside
2.58 лв.          

134 OR-ZS-890 ORNO
Proximity tag EM 125kHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
0.93 лв.          

135 OR-ZS-891 ORNO
Proximity tag Mifare 13,56 MHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

Mifare standard. Made of plastic. Working frequency - 13.56 MHz.
1.11 лв.          

-  лв.             

136 VI-VID-RO-1077 VIBELL

LIRA 4.3'' video doorphone set 

handset-free monitor with color 4.3'' screen, aluminium outdoor unit with 

protective rain cover
176.61 лв.      

137 OR-VID-MT-1050 ORNO
DUX, 4,3˝ single family videodoorphone 

ultra slim LCD monitor 4.3'', continuously adjustable parameters of the 

screen, night vision, additional gate control
210.00 лв.      

138 OR-VID-SH-1074 ORNO
NAOS 4,3" video doorphone set for 2-wires

handset-free, multicolor 4.3" LCD display, external panel with card and 

proximity tags reader, RFID, black
250.50 лв.      

139 OR-VID-MC-1059/B ORNO

IMAGO 7" single family videodoorphone, black

An ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with smooth adjustment of parameters, 16 

selectable ringtones and an additional gate control function. CMOS camera, 

protective rain cover included. 249.30 лв.      

140 OR-VID-MC-1059/W ORNO

IMAGO 7" single family videodoorphone, white

An ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with smooth adjustment of parameters, 16 

selectable ringtones and an additional gate control function. CMOS camera, 

protective rain cover included. 249.30 лв.      

141 OR-VID-ME-1056/B ORNO

CERES 7" single family video doorphone, black  

set includes an ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with a touch panel an backlit 

buttons. 16 available ringtones, additional protective hood and name plate, 

numeric keypad to open the door lock with a code 350.31 лв.      

142 OR-VID-ME-1056/W ORNO

CERES 7" single family video doorphone, white  

set includes an ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with a touch panel an backlit 

buttons. 16 available ringtones, additional protective hood and name plate, 

numeric keypad to open the door lock with a code 350.31 лв.      

143 OR-VID-JS-1053/B ORNO

ARCUS RFID, 7˝ single family video doorphone, black

 9 selectable ringtones, a touch panel with backlit buttons and an additional 

gate control function, it supports two inputs (the possibility of connecting two 

video cameras) 305.19 лв.      

144 OR-VID-JS-1053/W ORNO

ARCUS RFID, 7˝ single family video doorphone, white

 9 selectable ringtones, a touch panel with backlit buttons and an additional 

gate control function, it supports two inputs (the possibility of connecting two 

video cameras) 305.19 лв.      

145 OR-VID-VP-1069/B ORNO
INDI N 7" single family video doorphone set 

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, proximity tags reader and 

intercom function, surface-mounted
432.87 лв.      

146 OR-VID-VP-1070/B ORNO
INDI N 7" single family video doorphone set 

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, proximity tags reader and 

intercom function, flush-mounted
432.87 лв.      

147 OR-VID-VP-1073/B ORNO
SCUTI 7" single family video doorphone set , black

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, code lock and intercom 

function, surface-mounted
435.12 лв.      

148 OR-VID-VP-1073/W ORNO
SCUTI 7" single family video doorphone set , white

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, code lock and intercom 

function, surface-mounted
435.12 лв.      

149 OR-VID-MS-1075 ORNO
CONESSI Full HD 7" single family video doorphone set, 

handset-free, with a colour monitor 7”, card/proximity tags, operation via 

Tuya application
401.10 лв.      

DOORPHONES / Doorphone accessories

VIDEO DOORPHONES / Video doorphone sets



150 OR-VID-WI-1068/B ORNO
APPOS 7" single family video doorphone set, black

set is equipped with multicolor LCD 7" monitor, RFID reader, gate opening 

function, compatible with smartphone app
475.77 лв.      

151 OR-VID-MO-1076/W/F ORNO
GUARDO 10" single family video doorphone set, white

set is equipped with touchscreen LCD 10" monitor, fingerprint reader, 

proximity reader and code lock, App-controlled, flush-mounted

759.99 лв.      

152 OR-VID-MO-1076/W/S ORNO
GUARDO 10" single family video doorphone set, white

set is equipped with touchscreen LCD 10" monitor, fingerprint reader, 

proximity reader and code lock, App-controlled, surface-mounted

759.99 лв.      

153 OR-VID-XE-1051/W ORNO
SEMIS MEMO 2,4˝ single family wireless video doorphone 

Handset with LCD screen, open area range: up to 260m, alarm signal in 

case of camera's removal attempt
379.29 лв.      

154 OR-VID-VP-1071/B ORNO
INDI MULTI N 7" two-family video doorphone set 

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, proximity tags reader and 

intercom function, surface-mounted
717.90 лв.      

155 OR-VID-VP-1072/B ORNO
INDI MULTI N 7" two-family video doorphone set 

handset-free with multicolor 7" LCD screen, proximity tags reader and 

intercom function, flush-mounted
717.90 лв.      

-  лв.             

156 OR-VID-MT-1050MV ORNO
Video monitor 4,3" for extension of videodoorphone, DUX series

Ultra slim LCD monitor 4,3˝. High resolution image. Smooth adjustment of 

monitor parameters (brightness, colour & volume).
173.94 лв.      

157 OR-VID-SH-1074MV ORNO
Handset-free monitor for the extension of NAOS series

LCD video monitor, multicolor, 4.3", gate opening function

195.30 лв.      

158 OR-VID-MC-1059MV/B ORNO
Video monitor for extension of videodoorphone, IMAGO series, black

An ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with smooth adjustment of parameters and an 

additional gate control function.
213.15 лв.      

159 OR-VID-MC-1059MV/W ORNO
Video monitor for extension of videodoorphone, IMAGO series, white

An ultra slim 7" LCD monitor with smooth adjustment of parameters and an 

additional gate control function.
213.15 лв.      

160 OR-VID-ME-1056MV/B ORNO
Video monitor for the extension of CERES series, black

Multicolor, LCD 7", handset-free, with gate opening function

241.98 лв.      

161 OR-VID-ME-1056MV/W ORNO
Video monitor 7" for extension of videodoorphone, CERS series

Ultra slim LCD monitor 7˝.  High resolution image. Gate control.

241.98 лв.      

162 OR-VID-VP-1069MV/B ORNO
Handset-free video monitor for the extension of INDI and SCUTI series, black

with multicolor 7" LCD screen, with gate opening and intercom functions

321.24 лв.      

163 OR-VID-VP-1069MV/W ORNO
Handset-free video monitor for the extension of INDI and SCUTI series, white

with multicolor 7" LCD screen, with gate opening and intercom functions

321.24 лв.      

164 OR-VID-WI-1068PMV/B ORNO
Multicolor video monitor for APPOS series, black

LCD 7" monitor, handset-free, with Wi-Fi connection and gate opening 

function, mobile app
371.46 лв.      

165 OR-VID-MO-1076PMV/W ORNO
GUARDO 10" touchscreen LCD monitor, for the extension of master set, App-

controlled, with TF memory card slot, gate control function, white

527.10 лв.      

166 OR-VID-XE-1051PMV/W ORNO
Handset for extension of SEMIS MEMO videodoorphone

LCD 2,4", range up to 260m, built-in battery, built-in memory module

218.31 лв.      

167 VI-VID-RO-1077KV VIBELL LIRA outdoor unit with camera for extension of master set, surface mounted

71.10 лв.        

168 OR-VID-WI-1068KV ORNO
Outdoor unit for the extension of APPOS series

with wide-angle, multi-color camera and RFID reader, vandal-proof

155.10 лв.      

169 OR-VID-MO-1076KV/F ORNO
GUARDO external panel with a Full HD 1080p camera, for the extension of 

master set, single-family, with a fingerprint reader, code lock and 125kHz 

card/proximity keytag reader, flush-mounted
276.48 лв.      

170 OR-VID-MO-1076KV/S ORNO
GUARDO external panel with a Full HD 1080p camera, for the extension of 

master set, single-family, with a fingerprint reader, code lock and 

card/proximity keytag reader, surface-mounted
276.48 лв.      

169 OR-VID-XE-1051KV ORNO Video camera for extension of SEMIS MEMO videodoorphone

200.46 лв.      

170 OR-MT-BC-1810 ORNO
Wired colour CCTV camera for video door entry systems, AHD/CVBS mode, 

IP65

60.51 лв.        

171 OR-PSU-1642 ORNO
DIN rail power adaptor 

12V DC 1.25A, 15W, width: 1 unit

20.58 лв.        

172 OR-PSU-1643 ORNO
DIN rail power adaptor 

12V DC 2A, 24W, width: 2 units

28.02 лв.        

173 OR-ZS-892 ORNO
Proximity card EM 125 kHz

Proximity card which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
2.37 лв.          

174 OR-ZS-893 ORNO
Proximity card Mifare 13.56 MHz

proximity card suitable for all RFID systems, made of plastic and has got an 

integrated antenna inside
2.58 лв.          

175 OR-ZS-890 ORNO
Proximity tag EM 125kHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
0.93 лв.          

176 OR-ZS-891 ORNO
Proximity tag Mifare 13,56 MHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

Mifare standard. Made of plastic. Working frequency - 13.56 MHz.
1.11 лв.          

-  лв.             

177 OR-VID-EX-1057/B VIBELL

NOVEO videodoorphone, black

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor, 

wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu.
334.32 лв.      

178 OR-VID-EX-1057/W VIBELL

NOVEO videodoorphone, white

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor, 

wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu.
334.32 лв.      

179 OR-VID-EX-1060/B VIBELL

FELIS MEMO videodoorphone, black

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD touch 

screen, wide-angle video-camera, user-friendly OSD menu and built-in SD 

and DVR card slots. 474.06 лв.      

180 OR-VID-EX-1060/W VIBELL

FELIS MEMO videodoorphone, white

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD touch 

screen, wide-angle video-camera, user-friendly OSD menu and built-in SD 

and DVR card slots. 474.06 лв.      

181 OR-VID-EX-1061/B VIBELL

ALCOR videodoorphone, black

set includes a multicolour, ultra-flat 7" LCD monitor, wide-angle video-

camera, a user-friendly OSD menu, numeric keypad and a RFID reader.
398.82 лв.      

182 OR-VID-EX-1061/W VIBELL

ALCOR videodoorphone, white

set includes a multicolour, ultra-flat 7" LCD monitor, wide-angle video-

camera, a user-friendly OSD menu, numeric keypad and a RFID reader.
398.82 лв.      

183 OR-VID-EX-1062/B VIBELL

TAURI MEMO videodoorphone, black

includes 7" LCD monitor, wide-angle video-camera, built-in memory card, 

additional SD card slot, numeric keypad and a RFID reader.
535.89 лв.      

184 OR-VID-EX-1062/W VIBELL

TAURI MEMO videodoorphone, white

includes 7" LCD monitor, wide-angle video-camera, built-in memory card, 

additional SD card slot, numeric keypad and a RFID reader.
535.89 лв.      

VIDEO DOORPHONE / Video doorphone accessories

VIDEO DOORPHONE / Video doorphone systems



185 OR-VID-EX-1063/B VIBELL

NOVEO MULTI2 two-family videodoorphone, black

does not require any uniphone;  includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD 

monitor,wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu
543.96 лв.      

186 OR-VID-EX-1063/W VIBELL

NOVEO MULTI2 two-family videodoorphone, white

does not require any uniphone;  includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD 

monitor,wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu
543.96 лв.      

187 OR-VID-EX-1064/B VIBELL

FELIS MEMO MULTI2 two-family videodoorphone, black

includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor,wide-angle video-camera, a user-

friendly OSD menu and a built-in SD and DVR card slots
828.00 лв.      

188 OR-VID-EX-1064/W VIBELL

FELIS MEMO MULTI2 two-family videodoorphone, white

includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor,wide-angle video-camera, a user-

friendly OSD menu and a built-in SD and DVR card slots
828.00 лв.      

189 OR-VID-EX-1065/B VIBELL

NOVEO MULTI4 a four-family videodoorphone, black

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor, 

wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu
951.66 лв.      

190 OR-VID-EX-1065/W VIBELL

NOVEO MULTI4 a four-family videodoorphone, white

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, flat 7" LCD monitor, 

wide-angle video-camera and a user-friendly OSD menu
951.66 лв.      

191 OR-VID-EX-1066/B VIBELL

FELIS MEMO MULTI4 a four-family videodoorphone, black

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, ultra-flat 7" LCD 

touch screen, wide-angle video-camera, a user-friendly OSD menu, built-in 

SD and DVR card slots 1 516.65 лв.  

192 OR-VID-EX-1066/W VIBELL

FELIS MEMO MULTI4 a four-family videodoorphone, white

does not require any uniphone; includes a multicolour, ultra-flat 7" LCD 

touch screen, wide-angle video-camera, a user-friendly OSD menu, built-in 

SD and DVR card slots 1 516.65 лв.  

193 OR-VID-EX-1057MV/B VIBELL

Video-monitor 7" for extension of videodoorphone, VIBELL series, black

colour, LCD video-monitor, with 7" high-resolution display is perfect for the 

extension of VIBELL serie, does not require any uniphone
229.41 лв.      

194 OR-VID-EX-1057MV/W VIBELL

Video-monitor 7" for extension of videodoorphone, VIBELL series, white

colour, LCD video-monitor, with 7" high-resolution display is perfect for the 

extension of VIBELL serie, does not require any uniphone
229.41 лв.      

195 OR-VID-EX-1060PMV/B VIBELL

Video-monitor 7" for extension of videodoorphone, VIBELL series, black

LCD display; built-in memory, an SD card slot, an answering machine 

function, an alarm clock and time display
388.74 лв.      

196 OR-VID-EX-1060PMV/W VIBELL

Video-monitor 7" for extension of videodoorphone, VIBELL series, white

LCD display; built-in memory, an SD card slot, an answering machine 

function, an alarm clock and time display
388.74 лв.      

197 OR-VID-EX-1057KV VIBELL

Video camera for the extension of VIBELL series

a wide-angle, colour camera, additionally equipped with bright LED diodes 

enabling excellent night vision; vandal-resistant; a backlit panel for your 

name; 132.99 лв.      

198 OR-VID-EX-1061KV VIBELL

Video camera for the extension of VIBELL series

wide-angle camera which has been equipped with additional lighting in form 

of bright LED diodes enabling night vision; camera has a numeric keypad  

and a RFID reader 195.81 лв.      

199 OR-VID-EX-1063KV VIBELL

Video camera for the extension of VIBELL two-family doorphone series

a wide-angle, colour camera, equipped with bright LED diodes enabling 

excellent night vision; vandal-resistant; a backlit panel for name
143.91 лв.      

200 OR-VID-EX-1064KV VIBELL

Video camera for the extension of VIBELL four-family doorphone series

a wide-angle, colour camera, equipped with bright LED diodes enabling 

excellent night vision; vandal-resistant; a backlit panel for name
149.37 лв.      

-  лв.             

201 OR-IK-LY-931 ORNO
SECURIT window intercom

wired system for two-way voice communication, provides high-quality voice 

calls and is easy to use
104.49 лв.      

-  лв.             

202 OR-WIZ-1101 ORNO
Electronic door viewer with recording function

2,8" TFT LCD monitor;  VGA (640x480) resolution; microSD slot; 3x 1,5V AA

104.22 лв.      

203 OR-WIZ-1107 ORNO
Electronic door viewer 4", silver

Discreet, wide-angle camera adapted to be installed in place of standard 

peephole with a hole diameter of 14 mm-30 mm;  colour: silver 
129.48 лв.      

204 OR-WIZ-1106 ORNO

Electronic door viewer with recording function

It has the function of recording photo and video files on a Micro SD memory 

card with a maximum capacity of 16 GB (not included). Infrared lighting 

allows good vision at night. Doorbell button included, volume control.
169.83 лв.      

205 OR-WIZ-1108 ORNO
Electronic door viewer 

with integrated motion sensor and 4.3'' LCD screen, image and video 

recording on Micro SD card, menu in 4 languages, inbuilt battery
173.88 лв.      

206 OR-WIZ-1109 ORNO

Electronic door viewer

with integrated motion sensor and 4.3'' LCD screen, image and video 

recording on Micro SD card, menu in 4 languages, remote control via Tuya 

APP, inbuilt battery 303.93 лв.      

-  лв.             

207 OR-ZS-821 ORNO

Cards and proximity tags reader, waterproof

metal case, IP66, works with proximity tags and cards on 125kHz radio 

frequency and can support electromagnetic locks; has one relay output and 

one doorbell relay; 77.31 лв.        

208 OR-ZS-820 ORNO

Code lock with tags and proximity tags reader

for indoor installation, with visitor access function, anthracite, for indoor 

installation, combines features of a digital keypad enabling access control, 

and card and proximity tags reader 47.10 лв.        

209 OR-ZS-802 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP44

1000 PIN’s of a user and/or cards or pendants; nominal supply: 12V/DC; 

power consumption:  max. 100 mA (stationary)
84.57 лв.        

210 OR-ZS-802DN ORNO
Protective rain cover

for code lock OR-ZS-802; allows discrete PIN code

10.56 лв.        

211 OR-ZS-815 ORNO

Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP44

compatible with electromagnetic locks and access control systems; controls 

other electric or alarm appliances; has one relay output and a card/proximity 

tags reader 84.57 лв.        

212 OR-ZS-803 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP55

nominal supply: 12V/DC; 15-15VDC (direct current); power consumption:  

from 60 mA (stationary) to 95mA (with two relays)
115.38 лв.      

213 OR-ZS-816 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP68, 1-relay

This modern device is compatible with electromagnetic locks and access 

control systems. It can also control other electric or alarm appliances.
105.66 лв.      

214 OR-ZS-824 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, doorbell button and Bluetooth

SUPER SLIM, IP68, 3A relay

108.42 лв.      

215 OR-ZS-827 ORNO
Code lock with touch keypad

proximity tag/card reader and call button hidden under the fingerprint reader  

IP68, 2 relay outputs 3A
122.82 лв.      

216 OR-ZS-817 ORNO

Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP66, 2-relay

This modern device is compatible with electromagnetic locks and access 

control systems. It can also control other electric or alarm appliances, two 

relay outputs and a card/proximity tags reader. 142.05 лв.      

217 OR-ZS-818 ORNO

Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP66, 2-relay, narrow case

it is compatible with electromagnetic locks and access control systems; it 

can also control other electric or alarm appliances, two relay outputs and a 

card/proximity tags reader
134.10 лв.      

218 OR-ZS-804 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader, IP68

protection rating IP68; power consumption: 25 +/- 5 mA (stationary) to 60mA 

(with two relays)
162.09 лв.      

219 OR-ZS-822 ORNO

Code lock with with touch keypad

proximity tags/cards reader and fingerprint reader, IP68, 1 relay output (3A), 

non-volatile EPROM memory stores stored codes and parameters in the 

memory in the event of a power failure. 161.43 лв.      

220 OR-ZS-825 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader

fingerprints reader and Bluetooth, SUPER SLIM, IP68, 3A relay

147.06 лв.      

221 OR-ZS-823 ORNO

Code lock with digital keypad

proximity tags/cards reader and fingerprint reader, IP68, 1 relay output (3A), 

non-volatile EPROM memory stores stored codes and parameters in the 

memory in the event of a power failure 170.28 лв.      

222 OR-ZS-826 ORNO
Code lock with card and proximity tags reader

fingerprints reader and Bluetooth, SUPER SLIM, IP68, 3A relay, powered by 

TUYA
183.48 лв.      

ACCESS CONTROL / CODE LOCKS

INTERCOM SETS

DOOR VIEWERS



223 OR-ZS-850 ORNO

Smart handle with code lock

has a built-in code lock and it is suitable for installation in left- and right-hand 

doors; unlocks the door either by user’s PIN code, or by a free smartphone 

app using Bluetooth 4. 166.41 лв.      

224 OR-ZS-853/N ORNO
Smart handle, nickel

with touch keypad and fingerprints reader, Bleutooth 4.0

215.01 лв.      

225 OR-ZS-853/B ORNO
Smart handle, black

with touch keypad and fingerprints reader, Bleutooth 4.0

210.54 лв.      

226 OR-ZS-851 ORNO

Double knob cylinder IP65 (35+35)

suitable for installation in standard doors, it replaces a standard door 

cylinder opened with a key; thanks to a smartphone app, the administrator 

decides who can open the door 220.65 лв.      

227 OR-ZS-852 ORNO

Double knob cylinder IP65 (40+40)

suitable for installation in standard doors, it replaces a standard door 

cylinder opened with a key; thanks to a smartphone app, the administrator 

decides who can open the door 223.44 лв.      

228 OR-ZS-854 ORNO Smart door lock with fingerprint reader and code lock, IP44, short

407.34 лв.      

229 OR-ZS-855 ORNO Smart door lock with fingerprint reader and code lock, IP44, long

557.49 лв.      

230 OR-ZS-819 ORNO

Door release button 

A compact push-button designed for access control systems. It is used to 

open the door equipped with an electric strike. Maximal load: 3A/36VDC. 

Contact: NO/COM, made of ABS. 4.74 лв.          

231 OR-ZS-813 ORNO
Exit button, surface mounted

Solid, aluminum casing, enables the opening of a door equipped with 

electric strike
16.44 лв.        

232 OR-ZS-814 ORNO
Exit button with LED backlight, surface mounted

Solid, aluminum casing, equipped with a LED backlight button, enables the 

opening of a door equipped with electric strike
21.90 лв.        

233 OR-ZS-812 ORNO
Exit button, touchless

Flush mounting, operated by detecting a hand motion; solid, aluminum 

casing
26.34 лв.        

234 OR-ZS-892 ORNO
Proximity card EM 125 kHz

Proximity card which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
2.37 лв.          

235 OR-ZS-893 ORNO
Proximity card Mifare 13.56 MHz

proximity card suitable for all RFID systems, made of plastic and has got an 

integrated antenna inside
2.58 лв.          

236 OR-ZS-890 ORNO
Proximity tag EM 125kHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

125kHz frequency. Made of plastic.
0.93 лв.          

237 OR-ZS-891 ORNO
Proximity tag Mifare 13,56 MHz

Proximity tag which is compatible with all proximity readers working at 

Mifare standard. Made of plastic. Working frequency - 13.56 MHz.
1.11 лв.          

-  лв.             

238 OR-EZ-4013 ORNO Electric strike without memory and lock, left

19.95 лв.        

239 OR-EZ-4014 ORNO Electric strike without memory and lock, right

19.95 лв.        

240 OR-EZ-4009 ORNO Electric strike with lock, left

21.39 лв.        

241 OR-EZ-4010 ORNO Electric strike with lock, right

21.39 лв.        

242 OR-EZ-4007 ORNO Electric strike with memory, left

22.17 лв.        

243 OR-EZ-4008 ORNO Electric strike with memory, right

22.17 лв.        

244 OR-EZ-4011 ORNO Electric strike with memory and lock, left

23.49 лв.        

245 OR-EZ-4012 ORNO Electric strike with memory and lock, right

23.49 лв.        

246 OR-EZ-4033 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike without memory and lock

280mA

25.65 лв.        

247 OR-EZ-4031 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with lock

280mA for 12VDC

26.97 лв.        

248 OR-EZ-4030 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with memory

280mA for 12VDC

29.46 лв.        

249 OR-EZ-4032 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with memory and lock

280mA for 12VDC

30.45 лв.        

250 OR-EZ-4024 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike without memory and lock, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

29.85 лв.        

251 OR-EZ-4025 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with lock, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

37.50 лв.        

252 OR-EZ-4026 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with memory, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

41.70 лв.        

253 OR-EZ-4027 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with lock and memory, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

37.65 лв.        

254 OR-EZ-4028 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike, reversible, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

72.75 лв.        

255 OR-EZ-4029 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with unclosed door signalling, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

67.59 лв.        

256 OR-EZ-4034 ORNO
Symmetric electric with latch guide, without memory and lock, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

63.39 лв.        

257 OR-EZ-4035 ORNO
Symmetric electric strike with latch guide and lock, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

65.55 лв.        

258 OR-EZ-4038 ORNO
Electric strike with latch guide and lock, MINI

280mA

91.95 лв.        

259 OR-EZ-4036 ORNO
Electric strike with latch guide, reversible, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

99.87 лв.        

260 OR-EZ-4037 ORNO
Electric strike with latch guide and unclosed door signalling, reversible, MINI

280mA for 12VDC

124.83 лв.      

ACCESS CONTROL / ELECTRIC STRIKES, FACEPLATES, STRIKE BOXES



261 OR-EZ-01 ORNO
Faceplate straight, short, nickel-coated

adapted to montage on a clinker, metal or wood pole; easy installation of 

electric locks
3.63 лв.          

262 OR-EZ-02 ORNO
Faceplate straight, short, nickel-coated

adapted to montage on a clinker, metal or wood pole; easy installation of 

electric locks
3.63 лв.          

263 OR-EZ-4001SK1 ORNO
Faceplate short, two-sided

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; easy installation of 

electric locks; made of aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
7.92 лв.          

264 OR-EZ-03 ORNO
Faceplate straight, long

adapted to montage on a clinker, metal or wood pole; easy installation of 

electric locks
4.47 лв.          

265 OR-EZ-4001SD1 ORNO
Faceplate long, two-sided

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; made of 

aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
10.95 лв.        

266 OR-EZ-4001SDL2 ORNO
Faceplate long, left

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; made of 

aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
13.71 лв.        

267 OR-EZ-4001SDP1 ORNO
Faceplate long, right

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; made of 

aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
14.01 лв.        

268 OR-EZ-4001SRL2 ORNO
Faceplate angled, left

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; made of 

aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
14.16 лв.        

269 OR-EZ-4001SRP1 ORNO
Faceplate angled, right

applied for mounting on clinker, metal or wood pillar, etc.; made of 

aluminum and zinc alloy (stainless steel)
14.16 лв.        

-  лв.             

270 OR-MA-701 ORNO
Motion sensor with DING-DONG signalling and alarm

power supply: 4x1.5V; detector range: 4 - 5m; power adapter (optional): 6V 

300mA; sound: ding dong/alarm
23.76 лв.        

271 OR-MA-705 ORNO
Wireless driveway alert system, IP44

pager power supply: 3x1,5V, LR14 or 6VDC adaptor; sensor power supply: 

3x1,5V AAA; protection rating IP44; range in open field: 120m
43.35 лв.        

272 OR-MA-710 ORNO
Wireless driveway alert system, IP44

pager power supply: 3x1,5V, LR14 batteries; sensor power supply: 3x1,5V 

AAA batteries; range in open field: 120 m; detection angle: 45 degrees
57.78 лв.        

273 OR-MA-716 ORNO
Wireless driveway alert system

with sound and light alarm, IP44, 300m, can be extended up to 16 sensors 

(and 4 zones)
76.29 лв.        

274 OR-MA-716CR ORNO Motion sensor for the extension of OR-MA-716 

33.09 лв.        

275 OR-MA-711 ORNO
Radio alarm with built-in siren and remote control

sensor power supply: 3xAA/LR6;remote controller power supply: 3VDC, 

CR2032; learning system; detection range: <6 m; exit time 20 seconds
31.80 лв.        

276 OR-MA-711PB ORNO
Remote control for the extension of OR-MA-711 alarm

battery powered: 1x3V CR2032; learning system; 

11.10 лв.        

277 OR-MA-715 ORNO
Wireless mini alarm with PIR motion sensor and a siren, with remote control

device has a detection range of 5 meters, built-in siren and is remotely 

controlled
40.95 лв.        

-  лв.             

278 OR-AB-MH-3005 ORNO
Wireless alarm system with GSM module, MH

operating on SIM card; built-in alarm siren; up to 3 telephone numbers in 

memory; frequency: 868 Mhz; range in open field: 80 m
127.11 лв.      

279 OR-AB-MH-3005PB ORNO
Remote control for MH alarm

frequency: 868 MHz; range in open field: 80 m; power supply: 1 x 3V DC, 

CR2032 (supplied)
24.06 лв.        

280 OR-AB-MH-3005CR ORNO
Wireless motion sensor for MH alarm

the ability to configure up to 6 motion sensors; frequency: 868 MHz; range in 

open field: 80 m; detection angle: horizontally 140°, vertically 90°
53.01 лв.        

-  лв.             

281 OR-AB-HS-3006 ORNO Solar, 2-beam infrared barrier

196.02 лв.      

282 OR-AB-HS-3007 ORNO
Solar, 3-beam infrared barrier

264.81 лв.      

283 OR-AB-HS-3006KB ORNO Solar, wireless curtain

69.60 лв.        

284 OR-AB-HS-3006SZ ORNO Solar, wireless siren

326.01 лв.      

-  лв.             

285 OR-AK-1211 ORNO
Dummy security CCTV camera, MINI

with IR diode, battery operated, 3xAAA

7.26 лв.          

286 OR-AK-1210 ORNO
Dummy security CCTV camera

battery operated 3xAA

8.79 лв.          

287 OR-AK-1209 ORNO
Dummy security CCTV camera 

with IR diode, battery operated 2xAA

12.75 лв.        

288 OR-AK-1208/G ORNO
Dummy CCTV security camera, grey

the dummy camera looks like a real security CCTV camera and has a 

flashing LED diode powered by batteries
12.54 лв.        

289 OR-AK-1208/B ORNO
Dummy CCTV security camera, black

the dummy camera looks like a real security CCTV camera and has a 

flashing LED diode powered by batteries
13.05 лв.        

290 OR-AK-1207/G ORNO
Dummy CCTV security camera with solar panel

has a flashing LED diode powered by the top solar panel, makes impression 

of a round-the-clock monitoring
18.36 лв.        

291 OR-AK-1212 ORNO
Dummy security rotating CCTV camera

looks like a real security CCTV camera and has a flashing LED

19.05 лв.        

-  лв.             

292 OR-MT-BC-1810 ORNO
Wired colour CCTV camera for video door entry systems, AHD/CVBS mode, 

IP65

60.51 лв.        

293 OR-MT-JE-1801 ORNO

4-channel, wireless monitoring system

range in open field 150 m; ultra slim color monitor; TFT - LCD 7 "; HD 

resolution (1280 x 720 pixels); IR LED lighting to enable night vision; slot for 

an SD memory card 496.80 лв.      

294 OR-MT-JE-1801KC ORNO
Wireless CCTV camera

HD resolution (1280 x 720 pixels); for upgrading OR-MT-JE-1801 set

144.60 лв.      

293 OR-MT-GV-1808 ORNO

Internal wireless IP camera, mini

CCTV colour camera, Connection via WiFi or via home LAN, HD image 

resolution: 1280 × 720, IR-Cut function and automatic filter change, built-in 

DDNS service (dynamic domain name system). 70.50 лв.        

294 OR-MT-ME-1809 ORNO
Wireless outdoor Wi-Fi camera, Smartphone communication with Tuya app, 

IP65, intercom, memory

164.16 лв.      

295 OR-MT-ME-1809PS ORNO Solar panel for camera charging OR-MT-ME-1809

53.70 лв.        

-  лв.             

ALARMS / MINI ALARMS

ALARMS / WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM

ALARMS / INFRARED BARRIERS

MONITORING SYSTEMS / DUMMY CAMERAS

MONITORING SYSTEMS / MONITORING
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296 OR-DC-609 ORNO
Battery operated smoke detector

power supply: 1x9V battery; flash and sound alarms; TEST button; low 

battery alarm
13.38 лв.        

297 OR-DC-630 ORNO
Battery operated smoke detector

9V DC, BSI

13.26 лв.        

298 OR-DC-628 ORNO

Smoke detector MINI with built-in lithium battery

Photoelectric sensor located in unit detects visible smoke produced in the 

initial, flameless stage of fire. Equipped with a low battery indication, 

TEST/HUSH button and visual and sound alarm. 28.59 лв.        

299 OR-DC-623 ORNO
Battery operated cigarette smoke detector

power supply 1 x 9V, photo-electrical sensor, flash and sound indicator, low 

battery alarm, TEST/HUSH button
30.78 лв.        

300 OR-DC-633 ORNO
Battery-operated carbon monoxide sensor, 9V, 7-year service life, 

compliance with the EN 50291-1: 2018 standard

40.62 лв.        

301 OR-DC-633-TEST ORNO
Battery-operated carbon monoxide sensor, 9V, 7-year service life, 

compliance with the EN 50291-1: 2018 standard, tested in Poland

42.21 лв.        

302 OR-DC-614 ORNO
Natural gas detector 230V AC

power supply: 230VAC, 50/60Hz; flash and sound indicator; loud alarm – up 

to 75 dB; LED indication
34.77 лв.        

303 OR-DC-632 ORNO
Natural gas sensor 230VAC

used for continuous monitoring of the presence and detection of natural gas 

escaping from the leaks
35.52 лв.        

304 OR-DC-631 ORNO
LPG gas detector 

230VAC, device uses a high-quality electrochemical sensor to achieve a 

high detection rate
35.52 лв.        

305 OR-DC-629 ORNO
Water leak detector

The device is equipped with a measuring probe on a 1.5 m long wire.

17.58 лв.        

306 OR-DC-622 ORNO
Magnetic mounting plate

for easy mounting of carbon monoxide, gas and smoke detectors; very easy 

installation to detector by use of extremely strong mounting tape
4.29 лв.          

-  лв.             

307 OR-CR-201/W ORNO
PIR motion sensor 180°, IP44

detection range 180 degree; rated load 1200W; protection rating IP44; works 

with LED lighting system; white
11.43 лв.        

308 OR-CR-201/B ORNO
PIR motion sensor 180°, IP44

detection range 180 degree; rated load 1200W; protection rating IP44; works 

with LED lighting system; black
11.43 лв.        

309 OR-CR-204/W ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 180°, IP44

detection range 180 degree; rated load 1200W; protection rating IP44; works 

with LED lighting system; white
13.44 лв.        

310 OR-CR-204/B ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 180°, IP44

detection range 180 degree; rated load 1200W; protection rating IP44; works 

with LED lighting system; black
13.44 лв.        

311 OR-CR-236/W ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 180°, IP65

detection range 180 degree, 12m; protection rating IP65; white

16.14 лв.        

312 OR-CR-236/B ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 180°, IP65

detection range 180 degree, 12m; protection rating IP65; black

16.14 лв.        

313 OR-CR-256 ORNO
Motion sensor 180/360°

Regulation: lighting time (TIME) and the sensitivity of the light intensity 

(LUX). The sensor cooperates with LED lighting.
17.01 лв.        

314 OR-CR-242 ORNO
Mini PIR motion sensor 180°, IP44

detection range 180 degree, 15m; protection rating IP44; max. load 800W; 

colour: white
16.05 лв.        

315 OR-CR-262/W ORNO
Motion sensor 220°, IP44, white

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity; 

compatible with LED diodes
24.78 лв.        

316 OR-CR-262/B ORNO
Motion sensor 220°, IP44, black

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity; 

compatible with LED diodes
24.78 лв.        

317 OR-CR-254/W ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 360°/180°, IP65

Microwave sensor 180/360°, IP65, 1200W, white

25.92 лв.        

318 OR-CR-254/B ORNO
Adjustable PIR motion sensor 360°/180°, IP65

Microwave sensor 180/360°, IP65, 1200W, black

25.92 лв.        

319 OR-CR-265 ORNO
Motion sensor 240°, IP65, 2 sensors

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity; 

compatible with LED diodes
22.11 лв.        

320 OR-CR-259/W ORNO
Motion sensor 360°, white

2000W, max. 20m; The sensor collaborates with LED lighting.

35.10 лв.        

321 OR-CR-259/B ORNO
Motion sensor 360°, black

2000W, max. 20m; The sensor collaborates with LED lighting.

35.10 лв.        

322 OR-CR-203/W ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360°

rated load 1200W; protection rating IP20; works with LEDs; detection range 

360 degree; white
12.42 лв.        

323 OR-CR-203/B ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360°

rated load 1200W; protection rating IP20; works with LEDs; detection range 

360 degree; black
12.42 лв.        

324 OR-CR-263 ORNO
MINI motion sensor 360°

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity; 

compatible with LED diodes
11.46 лв.        

325 OR-CR-249 ORNO
Mini PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating: IP 20, viewing angle: 360°, collaborates with LED lighting

14.04 лв.        

326 OR-CR-258 ORNO
Mini motion sensor 360°

Regulation: lighting time (TIME) and the sensitivity of the light intensity 

(LUX). The sensor cooperates with LED lighting.
15.69 лв.        

327 OR-CR-241 ORNO
Ultra flat PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating IP20; detection range 360°, 6m; works with LEDs; colour: 

white
16.41 лв.        

328 OR-CR-250 ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating: IP 20, viewing angle: 360°, collaborates with LED lighting

19.56 лв.        

329 OR-CR-252 ORNO
PIR motion sensor with 3 detectors, IP 20

protection rating: IP 20, viewing angle: 360°, collaborates with LED lighting, 

adjustable detection range: Ø3-16m
21.54 лв.        

330 OR-CR-253 ORNO
PIR motion sensor with 3 detectors

protection rating: IP 20, viewing angle: 360°, collaborates with LED lighting, 

adjustable detection range: Ø3-20m
23.58 лв.        

331 OR-CR-247 ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating IP20; detection range 360°; works with LEDs

25.71 лв.        

332 OR-CR-224 ORNO
PIR presence sensor 360° with 3 detectors

detection range 20m; 3 PIR sensors; works with LEDs

25.29 лв.        

333 OR-CR-264 ORNO
Motion sensor 360°, IP65

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity; 

compatible with LED diodes
19.92 лв.        

BUILDING AUTOMATION  / PIR SENSORS



334 OR-CR-255 ORNO
PIR presence sensor 360° with 3 detectors, IP65

Presence sensor 360°, protection rating IP65, 2000W

35.76 лв.        

335 OR-CR-207 ORNO
Flush mounted PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating IP20; works with LEDs

13.62 лв.        

336 OR-CR-235 ORNO
Flush mounted PIR motion sensor 360° 

protection rating IP20; detection range 6m; works with LEDs

14.70 лв.        

337 OR-CR-257 ORNO
Motion and presence sensor, 360°

Regulation: lighting time (TIME) and the sensitivity of the light intensity 

(LUX). The sensor cooperates with LED lighting.
15.30 лв.        

338 OR-CR-243 ORNO
Adjustable flush mounted PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating IP20; detection range 360°, 6m; works with LEDs

18.24 лв.        

339 OR-CR-223 ORNO
Adjustable flush mounted PIR motion sensor 360°

protection rating IP20; detection range 360°, 6m; works with LEDs

21.66 лв.        

340 OR-CR-222 ORNO
Flush mounted PIR motion sensor 360° with 3 detectors

protection rating IP20; detection range 360°, 6m; works with LEDs

21.51 лв.        

341 OR-CR-267 ORNO
Flush-mounted motion sensor

360°, IP65, 1200W

14.43 лв.        

342 OR-CR-206 ORNO

PIR sound & motion sensor 160° 

protection rating IP20; detection range 160°

14.61 лв.        

343 OR-CR-205 ORNO
PIR motion sensor 160° 

protection rating IP20; detection range 160°

14.10 лв.        

344 OR-CR-261 ORNO
Motion sensor for installation box, 160°, IP20

can be flush-mounted inside an installation box of Ø60 mm diameter; 

equipped with potentiometers to adjust lighting time and light intensity
17.37 лв.        

345 OR-CR-220 ORNO
PIR motion sensor 160°, 2 or 3 wires

protection rating IP20; detection range 160°

20.49 лв.        

346 OR-CR-268 ORNO Flushmounted touchless switch, 5cm, IP20,max. 1200W

17.94 лв.        

347 OR-CR-260 ORNO
LED strip motion sensor 120° 

12V, max LED 60W, dimming function up to 10% of its power at a selected 

time.
14.76 лв.        

348 OR-CR-211 ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360° with external probe

rated load 800W; protection rating IP20; detection range 360 degree; works 

with LED lighting system
13.47 лв.        

349 OR-CR-211/12-24V ORNO
PIR motion sensor 360° with external probe

360°, IP20, 12-24V

14.97 лв.        

350 OR-CR-213 ORNO
Short distance IR sensor

5A, 500VA, rated load 800W; protection rating IP20; works with LED lighting 

system; react on a hand-move
17.76 лв.        

351 OR-CR-244 ORNO
Non-contact one way switch

~110-240V/50-60Hz; rated load 250W, 500VA; protection rating IP20; range 

of work 5-6cm
19.41 лв.        

352 OR-CR-245 ORNO
Touch switch

~230V/50Hz; 500W, 500VA; protection rating IP 20; wire length 150cm

19.50 лв.        

-  лв.             

353 OR-CR-208 ORNO
Microwave sensor 360°

1200W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 360 degree; works with LEDs

18.06 лв.        

354 OR-CR-216 ORNO
Mini microwave sensor 360°

800W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 360 degree; works with LEDs

18.54 лв.        

355 OR-CR-214 ORNO
Mini, flat microwave sensor 360°

500W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 180°/360°; works with LEDs

19.62 лв.        

356 OR-CR-229 ORNO
Mini, flat microwave sensor 360° with DIP switch

1200W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 180°/360°; small dimensions (flush 

box mountable); works with LEDs
20.22 лв.        

357 OR-CR-212 ORNO
Microwave sensor 360° with cover

1200W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 360 degree; works with LEDs

21.27 лв.        

358 OR-CR-240 ORNO
Ultra flat microwave sensor 360°

~230V/50Hz, max load: 2000W, protection rating :P20, detction range 360°, 

color: white
24.63 лв.        

359 OR-CR-218 ORNO
Flush mounted microwave sensor 360°

1200W, 5.8GHz, IP20, detection range 360 degree; mounting diameter 60 

mm; work with LEDs
26.25 лв.        

360 OR-CR-239 ORNO
Microwave sensor 360°

~230V/50Hz; max. load 1200W; protection rating IP20; detection range 180°, 

5-15m; colour: white
26.49 лв.        

361 OR-CR-246 ORNO
Microwave sensor 360° with external probe

~230V/50Hz, max load: 1200W, protection rating :P20, detction range 360°, 

color: white
26.67 лв.        

-  лв.             

362 OR-CR-227 ORNO
Mini twilight sensor with external probe, IP54

max. load 2000W; protection rating IP54

12.45 лв.        

363 OR-CR-209 ORNO
Twilight sensor, IP44

operational range - from 1 to 8 hours or from dusk till dawn

18.45 лв.        

364 OR-CR-233 ORNO
Twilight sensor with external probe, IP65

2300W, additional regulation; hermetic outer tube

14.82 лв.        

365 OR-CR-219 ORNO
DIN twilight sensor with external probe, IP65

max. load 3000W; protection rating IP65; hermetic outer tube; additional 

regulation
15.12 лв.        

366 OR-CR-232 ORNO
Twilight sensor with external probe, IP65

max. load 2300W; protection rating IP65; additional regulation

15.66 лв.        

367 OR-CR-231 ORNO
DIN twilight sensor with external probe, IP65

DIN rail mounting, max. load 3000W; protection rating IP65; additional 

regulation
16.41 лв.        

-  лв.             

368 OR-GB-440 ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control, 1+1 MINI

The device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc.
25.98 лв.        

369 OR-GB-439 ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control, 2+1 MINI

The device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc. 
42.75 лв.        

370 OR-GB-438 ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control

The device is intended for wireless ON and OFF switching of electrical 

devices indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc.
58.77 лв.        

371 OR-GB-441 ORNO

Set of outdoor wireless sockets with remote control, 2+1

The device is intended for wireless switching ON and OFF of electrical 

devices outside and inside including: outdoor lighting, advertising, sprinklers, 

ponds, electric roller shutters, etc. 47.22 лв.        

BUILDING AUTOMATION / MICROWAVE SENSORS
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372 OR-AE-13132 ORNO

5-sockets powerstrip with remote control, 3x1,5mm2 - 3m

High quality extension cord equipped with 5 sockets, it allows remote control 

of electrical appliances that are located at difficult of access places. ON and 

OFF switching by remote control. 71.49 лв.        

373 OR-GB-440(GS) ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control, 1+1 MINI, schuko

The device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc.
25.98 лв.        

374 OR-GB-439(GS) ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control, 2+1 MINI, schuko

The device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc. 
42.90 лв.        

375 OR-GB-438(GS) ORNO
Set of wireless sockets with remote control, schuko

The device is intended for wireless ON and OFF switching of electrical 

devices indoors, including lamps, TV, fans, air conditioners, etc.
57.36 лв.        

376 OR-GB-441(GS) ORNO

Set of outdoor wireless sockets with remote control, 2+1, schuko

The device is intended for wireless switching ON and OFF of electrical 

devices outside and inside including: outdoor lighting, advertising, sprinklers, 

ponds, electric roller shutters, etc. 48.84 лв.        

377 OR-AE-13132(GS) ORNO
5-sockets powerstrip with remote control, 3x1,5mm2 - 3m, schuko

high quality extension cord equipped with 5 sockets, ON and OFF switching 

by remote control
71.49 лв.        

378 OR-GB-447 ORNO
Wireless lighting programmer with a 3-channel remote control unit

device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

inside rooms
29.82 лв.        

379 OR-GB-448 ORNO
Wireless lighting programmer with a 3-channel remote control units (2 pcs.)

device is intended for wireless switching on and off of electrical devices 

inside rooms
50.22 лв.        

380 OR-GB-449 ORNO

GSM controller with USB input for automatic gate control

device allows you to remotely control the entrance, door openers, gates, 

barriers or other devices; operation via SMS or phone call; quad-band GSM 

module 165.60 лв.      

-  лв.             

381 OR-SH-1731 ORNO
Wi-Fi hub - central socket with radio transmitter, ORNO Smart Home

Central socket (controller) that communicates with the user by means of Wi-

Fi network and can be operated with the use of Android or iOS applications
48.30 лв.        

382 OR-SH-1732 ORNO

Wireless power socket with radio receiver, ORNO Smart Home

This device is designed to wirelessly control (ON/OFF) electrical equipment 

(lamps, fans, air conditioners, etc.) by remote controls (e.g. OR-SH-1752, 

OR-SH-1751, OR-SH-1750) or Wi-Fi hub - central socket (OR-SH-1731). 
19.65 лв.        

383 OR-SH-1733 ORNO

Outdoor wireless power socket with radio receiver, IP44, ORNO Smart 

Home

This device is designed to wirelessly control (ON/OFF) electrical equipment 

by remote controls or a Wi-Fi hub- central socket. 22.17 лв.        

384 OR-SH-1734 ORNO

Wireless wall-switch for flush-mount junction box with radio receiver, max. 

load 1000W, ORNO Smart Home

This radio-controlled wall switch has been designed to wireless circuit 

switch ON and OFF. 23.01 лв.        

385 OR-SH-1735 ORNO

Wireless roller-shutter switch for flush-mount junction box, with radio 

receiver, max. motor load 300W, ORNO Smart Home

This radio-controlled relay has been designed to wirelessly lift and lower 

roller shutters. 27.90 лв.        

386 OR-SH-1736 ORNO

Wireless wall switch with radio receiver, MINI size for flush-mount junction 

box, ORNO Smart Home

This radio-controlled wall switch has been designed to wireless circuit 

switch ON and OFF. 27.99 лв.        

387 OR-SH-1750 ORNO

Switch with 1 channel and radio transmitter, used for wireless control of 

flush-mounted switches and sockets, surface-mounted, ORNO Smart Home

The device is designed to remotely control wireless flush-mounted switches, 

sockets and all the connected electrical.
18.36 лв.        

388 OR-SH-1751 ORNO

Switch with 2 channels and radio transmitter, used for wireless control of 

flush-mounted switches and sockets, surface-mounted, ORNO Smart Home

The device is designed to remotely control wireless flush-mounted switches, 

sockets and all the connected electrical and/or lighting equipment. 19.53 лв.        

389 OR-SH-1752 ORNO

 Remote control unit for wireless control of flush-mounted switches and 

sockets, 4 channels, ORNO Smart Home

The device is designed for wireless control of ORNO Smart Home wireless 

switches, sockets and electrical devices connected to them. 12.93 лв.        

390 OR-SH-1753 ORNO

Wireless transmitter with 1 channel, compatible with any switch for wireless 

control of flush-mounted relays and sockets, Orno Smart Home

This radio-controlled transmitter can be connected to any wireless switch to 

remotely control flush-mounted relays and sockets. 26.28 лв.        

BUILDING AUTOMATION  / ORNO SMART HOME SYSTEM


